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Combatting fake news 

The media is the least trusted institution on par with government and behind NGOs and business, 

according to the 2019 Edelman Trust Barometeri. Australians place slightly more trust in the news 

(44%) than the global average (42%). However, more Australians are trying to avoid the news than two 

years ago (57% in 2017 to 62% in 2019)ii. 

 

The prominence of fake news, particularly used as political propaganda, is one of the main drivers of 

public distrust. The definition of fake news is both contested and evolvingiii. However, two inherent 

characteristics are its inaccuracy or misleading nature, whether partial or complete, and the intent of 

the author to mislead. It can be hard to classify news as fake, because the selected information and 

facts might be correct for some or all people but be misleading in isolation. 

 

In common vernacular, the term ‘fake news’ is being used by public figures to refer to news with a 

political bias that is unfavourable to them. According to Edelman, 73% of people worry about false 

information or fake news being used as a weaponiv. 

 

A new frontier of fake news is fake video, also known as deep fakes. In 2017, researchers at the 

University of Washington were able to turn an audio of President Barack Obama into a realistic video of 

him giving a speech that did not existv. Tools such as Fake App are making this sophisticated video 

manipulation widely available. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg believes deep fakes are different to 

misinformation. “It is likely sensible to have a different policy and to treat this differently than how we 

just treat normal, false information on the internet,” he saidvi. 

 

In response to fake news, around 120 news sites have started to display trust indicators on their pages, 

with links to detailed policies on ethics, factchecking and corrections. It is hoped these will distinguish 

reputable news sites from unreliable onesvii. Junk or fake news aggregators are also appearing. 

 

The role of social media 

The fake news debate has also become one of censorship, with questions being raised about who 

should have the responsibility and ability to determine which news is misleading or harmful. So far, the 

onus for tackling fake news has been put on social media platforms, with governments around the 

world calling on Facebook to do more to stop interference with elections. In response to the Cambridge 

Analytica scandal, which saw the company acquire personal data about Facebook users under the 

pretence of academic research to influence political elections around the world, Facebook CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg took out an ad in several newspapers in the US and UK to apologise for the data breachviii. 

 

Beyond that, Mr Zuckerberg has deflected responsibility for foreign interference in elections to 

governments, saying Facebook does not have the tools to stop foreign governments. He has also 

defended free expression and warned against censoring content such as satire that could fall under the 

definition of “fake”ix. 
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Mr Zuckerberg later refused to appear before a UK parliamentary committee investigating how social 

media data is being misused for targeted political advertising. The final report recommendedx: 

▪ a code of ethics be established that defines ‘harmful content’; 

▪ an independent regulator be able to take legal action against technology companies that do not 

act against harmful and illegal content; 

▪ electoral law be updated to take into account online and microtargeted campaigning; 

▪ more transparency around political advertising; and 

▪ technology companies address shell companies and attempts to hide identity in advert 

purchasing. 

 

In Germany, law was introduced in October 2017 requiring social media sites to remove hate speech, 

fake news and illegal posts within 24 hours after being informed about the material or face fines of up 

to EUR50 million. Facebook has recruited several hundred staff to manage reports of illegal contentxi. 

 

During the Australian election campaign, a multi-agency taskforce was created to monitor for foreign 

interference and foreign hackers who could circulate fake news. The Australian Electoral Commission 

launched a social media campaign in 29 languages to warn voters about fake news. Facebook banned 

foreign advertising leading up to the election and launched a factchecking partnership to vet the 

accuracy of information. Despite the measures, cases of fake news were reportedxii. 

 

► 
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